
PMO Mobile Application Wireframe Document

1. Introduction:

The purpose of this document is to provide wireframe details with structure of the pages and 
functionality available along with the flow of the screens for PMO mobile application.

2. Overview :

India is going mobile. More people today are accessing the internet on their phone than ever 
before. The application is designed to connect people to Prime Minister's Office and with 
honorable Prime Minister in easy and few simple steps. 

3. Features supported:

Following are the features to be supported in the application:
a. Voice Recognition
b. Responsive Web Design
c. Location access
d. Push Notifications
e. In app browser
f. Multiple Language options
g. Search within entire application
h. Social Sharing option

4. Screens description:

Once user installs and launches the PMO application following are the screens that will appear 
in front of them:

1. Voice message :
After initialization of the application, it runs voice command message to get the voice input 
from user whether user needs voice assistance in the entire application flow.
This will be helpful for the visually impaired users and they can use the application by voice 
command.
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2. Location Consent pop-up:

An alert box is displayed asking user input to share his/her location. If user agrees than in 
my profile page user’s location is displayed. The purpose of this alert box is to get the users 
location if they agree.

Location will help to share push notifications and will help users to know the government’s 
action plan or the major initiatives taken in the users nearby area. Or how the user’s life is 
affecting by the future plans of government in that area.

The image below shows the popup for the location consent.

SRN01- Location consent popup 

3. Login:

Users can skip login and enter the PMO’s application. However, login details will be required 
from users in case they want to share any post or want to contribute some ideas or in case 
of any donation.

Suggestion:  All the related websites like myGov, swatch-Bharat etc should have same login 
credential for a user. This will provide ease to users.

4. Dashboard/Landing Screen :

The landing screen consists of the banner where latest news and happenings will be 
published in carousel view.

There are certain fast forward links displayed in the tile views which takes user to the 
particular flow.

The Logo will be displayed in every page, clicking on it will take it to the home page from 
anywhere in the entire application.
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The search button will help user to search any content in the application. The search button 
will appear on landing screen and when user clicks the toggle button for main menu. Users 
can also search using voice commands.

The banner displays the images for the latest happening and in case of any live event the 
image for the link to that live event will be shown on the banner.

Updates of your area will open the map and will show the government initiatives at the 
nearby areas.

In case of any push notification or updates related to the application the Notification bar is 
there.

SRN02- Landing Screen

Toggle 
button

Banner displaying latest 
news and events pictures
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5. On Toggle button click:

Toggle button is provided in the entire flow of the application and clicking it expands the 
menu bar. The Menu bar will be scrollable and scrolling up will hide the language selection 
button and search bar. It consists of following buttons and links:

a. Users name (if user is logged in) else there will be sign in option available on the screen.

b. Settings button – settings button click will navigate user to settings menu

c. Search bar – search bar will find the matching link as per the keywords entered by the 
user. (user can also voice command to search and speak whatever menu section he is 
looking for)

d. Language selection option-  (the text and voice language will change if user changes the 
selected language)

e. Main Menu content – Links to all section are provided.

f. Share the app – Share the app feature post some description and  direct link to 
download the PMO mobile application on users social networking pages so that people 
connected to will also be aware of the application.

g. Links to PMO’s/PM’s pages - Links to PMO’s/PM’s social networking web pages are 
provided as the icon in the menu bar. It will also have option to view full website for the 
PMO. 
Application supports the in app browser so all the links will open t=in the application 
container only.
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           SRN03 – Toggle button click

    SRN04 - On scrolling menu bar 

Direct links to PM’s social 
networking pages and view 
full website link

On Toggle button click 
menu bar expands
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6. On Settings button click – The settings page will be open when user clicks on the settings 
icon. It consists of various options of changing the UI of the application. This also consists of 
my profile option where user can edit his personal details. There is sign out button in case 
user wants to sing out and login with different credentials.

      

SRN05- Settings Menu
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7. News & Events – When user clicks on news and events the below screen is displayed. It has 
sharing options also. There is a banner displayed on the screen only in case of any live event. 
If user scrolls down more news articles will be displayed. There are filter option available. 
There is a search menu available if user wants to search any news article.

SRN06 - News & Updates

8. Social Media Updates – This section displays the updates from PM’s social media profile. 
There are filter option available. There is a search menu available. News events and social 
media updates will be same view and will be in the tabular form. 
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           SRN07 – Social Media Updates

9. PM’s man ki baat - This will be sound cloud link to the PM’s radio link. This is the fast 
forward link for the Mani ki baat link in the gallery/media library.

10. Image Gallery - Image gallery will open and recent pictures will be displayed here. This is 
fast forward link for the images in the gallery/media library.

11. Major Initiatives by government – This link will open a view to the user where details for 
the major initiatives by government are displayed. This will also include the images as links 
in the banner on click of which will redirect user to the full website of that particular 
initiative.

12. Donate/PM’s fund – Donate button at the right corner on landing screen is for the PM’s 
Fund. 
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       SRN08 – PM’s Fund screen

Clicking on any of the available option user will be directed to that particular donation 
screen. It consists of description of the scheme in about section and other details.

Banner displaying 
pictures related to recent 
disaster or defense
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        SRN09 – Selected Fund Screen

         SRN10- Payment Screen

Donate button will navigate user to 
payment screen

Payment history and help options are 
available
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13. Interact with PM - The interact with PM button on main menu will guide user to the interact 
with PM screen. It consists of options like write to PM, share your ideas and polls screen. 
Interact with PM screen is shown below:

        SRN11- Interact with PM Screen

Banner displaying image 
links to the Our 
Government websites.

Polls screen will consists 
of data in the graphical 
forms
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Ideas and Innovation where user can post their idea’s on particular theme. This can be same as the 
current ideas and innovation of myGov.

  SRN12- Ideas and Innovation

       SRN13- Write to PM

User can write their message 
on selected grievance

User can post about their 
ideas for a selected theme
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14. Know Your Prime Minister – Know your PM links consists of links where user can get 
information about Honorable prime minister and his governance track record. Users can 
also have a glance to the former PM’s.

SRN14- Know Your PM
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15. PM’s Visits- This links share the details about the PM’s visit. It has tabular options for the 
international and domestic visits by PM.

SRN15- PM’s Visits

PM’s international and 
domestic visits details
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16. Media Library- The media library consists of various links including images, videos, sound 
clouds etc. 

SRN16- Media Library

Media gallery
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17. Prime Minister’s Office –

           SRN17- Prime Minister’s Office

Prime Minister’s Office

Banner displaying some 
shareable pictures from 
PMO
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18. Merchandise Store- There will be a merchandise store where products related to 
government of India or PM himself will be available. 

SRN18- Merchandise Store
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19. Good Samaritans (Proposed)

This is a proposal from our team. It is basically meant to share the good works of the people 
around the country.
For example in case of any road accident whenever a victim is brought to a doctor by a good 
Samaritan than doctor can just go to the mobile app in the doctor’s corner section and share 
the details of the person along with the pictures and this can be directly shared on PM’s 
social networking web page. This will also be displayed on to other users of the application 
in the Contribution by others section. 

Another example if a group of people or a society involves in some kind of charitable works 
they can also share their initiatives in the app which will be broadcasted to the PM’s page 
after being reviewed and will displayed on the Contribution by others section of application.

Rewarding people in any way will definitely encourage them to help others.

SRN19- Good Samaritans 

This section briefs about good 
Samaritans

If user want to 
write about their 
contributions Doctors corner button where a 

doctor can appreciate a Good
Samaritan
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SRN20- My Contribution

User can write about their 
contribution or about 
contributions of their friends or 
colleagues. 
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SRN21- Doctor’s Contribution

A doctor can appreciate a Good 
Samaritan for helping a victim. 
Doctor’s just need to fill some details 
of the person and can share with 
picture
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                             SRN21- Contribution by Other’s

User can see contribution by 
others. There are options 
available for like and share on 
social networking pages.


